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We extend the proof of the main result in [7] to completely positive maps defined on involutive 
algebras. This extension uses an adequate matrix Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality derived from a F. 
Boca’s result [4] permiting in fact two proofs of the mentioned statement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Boolean product of linear functionals on algebras, and the involved independence are fundamental 
in the so-called Boolean quantum probability theory and related topics (see, e.g., [14, 11, 2, 1, 6, 8]). This 
theory is one of the three noncommutative probability theories (the others being R.L.Hudson’s Boson or 
Fermion probability theory and D.V. Voiculescu’s free probability theory) emerged from an associative 
product which does not depend on the order of its factors and fulfills a universal rule for mixed moments (see 
R. Speicher’s answer [13] to M. Schürmann’s conjecture [12] on the universal products of *-algebraic 
probability spaces). 

In [7], we considered the Boolean product for linear maps between algebras and directly showed 
(adapting Boca’s ideas from [3]), it preserves the complete positivity in C*-algebraic setting. Then, in [10] 
we gave a new proof of this fact. 

In the present Note, we extend the proof of the main result in [7] to completely positive maps defined 
on involutive algebras and valued into C*-algebras, via an appropriate matrix Cauchy-Schwarz type 
inequality. Actually, this inequality permits us two proofs for the cited main result in [7] (the second one 
through the way in [10]). 

2. COMPLETE POSITIVITY AND THE BOOLEAN PRODUCT OF LINEAR MAPS 

Let A be a (complex) *-algebra (i.e., a complex algebra endowed with a conjugate linear involution *, 
which is an anti-isomorphism). We consider the cone +A  of   positive elements in A consisting of finite sums  

∑ ii a*a , with .Aai ∈  Thus, +A  determines a preorder structure on the real linear subspace of self-adjoint 
elements in  A. 

For any positive integer n , let )(AM n  be the *-algebra of nn×  matrices ][ ija  with entries from A. 

When A is a C*-algebra, +A  determines an order structure on the real linear subspace of self-adjoint 
elements in A, and )(AM n  becomes a C*-algebra. 

Let B be another *-algebra and B Q : A →  be a linear map. We say Q is positive if ++ ⊂ BAQ )(  . 
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For any positive integer n , let : ( ) ( ) n n nQ M A M B→ be the inflation map given by 
)]([])([ ijijn aQaQ = , for ][ ija )(AM n∈ . Then Q is called n-positive if the map nQ  induced by Q is positive. 

The map Q is completely positive if it is n-positive, for all positive integer n . 
The celebrated Stinespring dilation theorem characterizes the completely positive maps defined on C*-

algebras, and extends the GNS theorem concerning the (positive functionals, i.e.,) states on this kind of *-
algebras (see, e.g., [15]).  

F.Boca noticed in [3] that the classical Stinespring dilation theorem is still true for unital completely 
positive maps defined on unital *-algebras A verifying the Combes axiom (i.e., for every a A∈ , there exists 
a scalar 0)( >λ a  with xxaaxax *)(** λ≤ , for all ).Ax∈ Explicitly : 

 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a unital *-algebra satisfying the Combes axiom, L(H) be the bounded linear 

operators on a Hilbert space H, and  )(HLQ : A → be a unital completely positive map. 

Then there exists a unique ( up to a unitary equivalence) Stinespring dilation ),( πK  of Q , where 
HK ⊃  is a Hilbert space, and )(KL : A →π  is a unital *-representation, such that HaPaQ K

H )()( π= , 

for Aa∈ ; and  KHAsp =π )( . 
Moreover, in his investigations on the method of constructing irreducible finite index subfactors of 

Popa [4], Boca deduced the following Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality for completely positive maps defined 
on *-algebras, via the Kolmogorov decomposition theorem for operator-valued positive definite kernels (see 
Lemma 3.5 in [4]) . 

 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a unital *-algebra, L(H) be the bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H, 

and  )(HLQ : A → be a unital completely positive map. 

Then Q is a Schwarz map, i.e.,  

                         )(*)()*( aQaQaaQ ≥ , for all Aa∈ .  

The next fact was stated by M.-D. Choi and E.G. Effros via a C. Lance’s non-unital version of 
Stinespring dilation theorem in their famous paper on the completely positive lifting problem for C*-algebras 
(see Lemma 3.9 in [5]). 
 

LEMMA 2.3. Let A  and B be  C*-algebras, and B Q : A →  be a contractive, completely positive 

map. Let  BandA ~~ be the unitizations of A and B , and  BA : Q ~~~
→  be the unitization of   Q  given by  

1)()1(~
λ⊕=λ⊕ aQaQ    ( ∈λ∈ ,Aa C). 

Then   Q~ is completely positive.  
The universal free product (*-, C*-)algebra is the direct sum in the category of (complex) (*-, C*-) 

algebras, non necessary unital [3, 7, 12, 16]. 
As linear space, a realization of the universal free product corresponding to a family of (*-)algebras 

( )i i IA ∈  is  

....
111 nn iiiin AAA ⊗⊗⊕⊕= ≠⋅⋅⋅≠≥   

By natural operations,  A is organized as a (*-)algebra. 
In particular, if iA  are C*-algebras, A satisfies the Combes axiom. 
Let B and  iA   be (complex) algebras, and :  i iQ A B→ be linear maps; i I∈ . 
In [7], we considered the Boolean product iQ Q= •  as the unique linear map defined on the universal 

free product A of the algebras iA , i I∈ , such that  

)()...()...( 11 1 niin aQaQaaQ
n

= ,  
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for all 11, with ... nn i i≥ ≠ ≠ , and 
kik Aa ∈ , if nk ,...,1= ; with respect to the natural embeddings of iA  into 

A arising from the free product construction. 
When B and iA  are (complex) *-algebras, and iQ are Hermitian maps (in particular, e.g., when iA  are 

unital, and iQ are unital positive maps), Q naturally becomes Hermitian. 

3. THE MATRIX CAUCHY-SCHWARZ TYPE INEQUALITY AND THE BOOLEAN PRODUCT 
OF LINEAR MAPS DEFINED ON *-ALGEBRAS 

We naturally derive from Boca’s Lemma 2.2 the next matrix Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality, which is 
adequate to our actual purposes. 

 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be  a unital *-algebra, B be a unital C*-algebra, and  BAQ →: be a unital 

completely positive map. 
Then     

njijinjiji aQaQaaQ .1..1. )](*)([)]*([ == ≥  in  )(BM n ,  

for all  1≥n , and all .,...,1 Aaa n ∈ . 

Proof. By the GNS theorem, we may assume that )(HLB ⊆ , with a Hilbert space H. The map Q being 
completely positive, every inflation map nQ , induced by Q, is completely positive, too.      

So, it is enough to apply Boca’s Lemma 2.2 to the element njiija .1.][ =  )(AM n∈ , having the first row 

with the entries 1 :j ja a= , for nj ,...,1= , and the other entries null. 
By the previous Lemma, we can extend the main result in [7] under the following form. 
 
THEOREM 3.2. Let iA  be *-algebras, B be a C*-algebra, and :i iQ A B→  be linear maps, such 

that their unitizations are completely positive; i∈I. 
Let  iQ Q= •  be the Boolean product of IiiQ ∈)(  defined on the *-algebraic free product A of ( )i i IA ∈ . 
Then [the unitization of ] Q  is completely positive. 

Proof. Let iA~ , A~ and B~  be the unitizations of iA , A and B [by C, the field of complex numbers]; let 

 :  i iQ A B→ , and  :  Q A B→  be the unitizations of iQ  and Q . 

By the GNS theorem, we may consider that  )(~ HLBB ⊆⊆ , with a Hilbert space H. 

Let W= { }1 1{1} ... ; 1, , ...
jn j i na a n a A i i∪ ≥ ∈ ≠ ≠  be the set of reduced words in A~ . 

For  w = 1... na a W∈ , 1≠w , call  n  the length of  w  and denote w~ { }naaaaaa ⋅⋅⋅= 21211 ,...,,,1: . The 
length of the empty word 1 is zero and  1~ ={ }1 .  

Call a subset of W complete if it contains 1 and it includes w~ , whenever it contains a word w. 
We have to show that   

0)(~,
1,

* >≥<∑
=

jj

n

ji
ii hxxQh , for all 1≥n , all Axx n

~,...,1 ∈ ,   and all .,...,1 Hhh n ∈   

As in [3], it suffices to prove that    

∑
∈

∗ ≥><=
Xyx

f
X yfyxQxfS

,

0)()(~),(: ,  
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for all complete finite sets WX ⊂  and all maps HXf →: ; because every  Axi
~

∈ , as before, for  

ni ,...,1= , may be expressed as  s

N

s
isi ax ∑

=

λ=
1

, with the same N, the same Was ∈ , and some scalars ∈λis C ; 

and every finite set WX ⊂   is contained in the (complete finite) set WwXw ⊂∪ ∈
~  .  

We can observe the next fact. 

Remark 3.3. Consider a complete finite set WX ⊂1 such that  0
1
≥g

XS , for all maps  HXg →1: . 

Then there exists ),( n
x HHLV ⊕∈  such that )(~ yxQ ∗ = yx VV ∗ , if 1, Xyx ∈ ; and, 

[ ] [ ]
11 ,11, XyxyxXvxyx VVVVVV

∈
∗∗

∈
∗ ≥  in )())(( n

n HLHLM ⊕= ; denoting by  n the cardinal of 1X .  

 
Let  X  be a complete finite set having k  words,  and HXf →:  be a map.   
If 3≥k , choose a word maa ⋅⋅⋅1  of maximum length in  X, with  

jij Aa ∈ , for  j=1,…,m; 

and  mii ≠≠ ...1 . 
Let   2X  : = },...,1,;{ 1 mjAcccX

jijm =∈⋅⋅⋅∩  and  21 \: XXX = ; then 1X   is complete , consists of, 

say,  n  words, and 11 Xaa m ∉⋅⋅⋅ . 
1) If 1=m , i.e. iAXX ∩=2 , for some i∈I, then (as in [7])  )()(~)(~ yQxQyxQ i

∗∗ = , for 1Xx∈ , and  

2Xy∈ , by the very definition of the Boolean product. 
Thus,  

f
X

Xx
i

Xx

f
X

f
X SxfxQxfxQSS

2
21

1
)()(),()(~Re2 +><+= ∑∑

∈∈

.                       

 If 0
1
≥g

XS , for all maps  HXg →1: , there exists  ),( n
x HHLV ⊕∈  such that )(~ yxQ ∗ = yx VV ∗ , if  

1, Xyx ∈ , by the Remark 3.3; and the above considerations imply  
                       =><≥><= ∑ ∑

∈ ∈1 1
1

, ,

*
11

** )(),()(),(
Xyx Xyx

yxyx
f
X yfVVVVxfyfVVxfS    

         ∑
∈

∗ =><=
1,

)()(~)(~),(
Xyx

yfyQxQxf
2

1

)()(~∑
∈Xx

xfxQ .                      
 

 Moreover, we infer through the matrix Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality in Lemma 3.1, due to the 
complete positivity of  iQ~ : 

≥><= ∑
∈

∗

2
2

,

)()(),(
Xyx

i
f
X yfyxQxfS ∑

∈

∗ =><
2,

)()()(),(
Xyx

ii yfyQxQxf
2

2

)()(∑
∈Xx

i xfxQ .  

 Consequently, 

                     +><+≥ ∑∑∑
∈∈∈ 211

)()(),()(~Re2)()(~
2

Xx
i

XxXx

f
X xfxQxfxQxfxQS

2

2

)()(∑
∈Xx

i xfxQ =   

                           
2

21

)()()()(~ ∑∑
∈∈

+=
Xx

i
Xx

xfxQxfxQ , 

                 

 

whenever  0
1
≥g

XS ,  for all  HXg →1: . 

 2)   If 2≥m , every word  2Xx∈   may be written as  axo   with  1Xxo ∈ , 1≠ox , and  
miAa∈ . 
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Thus, the very definition of the Boolean product yields (as in [7]) the following factorizations :   

                     )(~ yxQ ∗  = )( *xxQ )(aQ
mi ,  if  1Xx∈ , and  y = 2Xaxo ∈ ;  

                      )(~ yxQ ∗ = )()(*)'( aQxxQaQ
mm iooi

∗′ , if  x= 2Xaxo ∈′′ , and  y= 
 

 If 0
1
≥g

XS , for all maps  HXg →1: , there exists  ),( n
x HHLV ⊕∈  such that )(~ yxQ ∗ = yx VV ∗ , if  

1, Xyx ∈ , by the Remark 3.3, of course. 
 In consequence, we infer in the light of this hypothesis : 

=><= ∑
∈ 1

1
,

* )(),(
Xyx

yx
f
X yfVVxfS   

2

1

)(∑
∈Xx

x xfV ,  

                  ∑∑
∈=

∈
∈=

∈

∗ ><=><

2
1

2
1

)()(),()()(~),( *

Xaxy
Xx

ixx

Xaxy
Xx

yfaQVVxfyfyxQxf
m

, 

                 

 

and 

                      =><= ∑
∈=
∈=

2
2

'2

''

)()(),()'(

Xaxx
Xaxy

ixix
f
X yfaQVxfaQVS

mm
 

2

2

)()(∑
∈= Xaxx

ix
o

mo
xfaQV . 

                 

 

 Therefore,  

         f
XS =

2

1

)(∑
∈Xx

x xfV +2Re ∑ ∑
∈ ∈=

><
1 2

)()(),(
Xx Xaxy

ixx
o

mo
yfaQVxfV + =∑

∈=

2

2

)()(
Xaxx

ix
o

mo
xfaQV  

               
2

1 2

)()()(∑ ∑
∈ ∈=

+=
Xx Xaxx

ixx
o

mo
xfaQVxfV , 

                 

 

whenever  0
1
≥g

XS , for all  HXg →1: . 

 In conclusion, the proof completes by induction, since  
2)1()1()1(~),1( ffQfS f

X >==< , when 1=k ( i.e. X= {1}),  

and  

              =f
XS 








<

)(
)1(

af
f

, 







∗∗ )()(
)(1
aaQaQ

aQ

ii

i . 0
)(
)1(

>≥







af

f
,   

by the 2-positivity of iQ~ ; because +∗∗
∈







)~(

1
2 iAM

aaa
a

, when 2=k (i.e. X={1, a} , with iAa∈ , for some 

i∈I).  
 In particular, we obtain the following fact (see, e.g., [12]). 

 
 COROLARRY 3.4 Let iϕ  be linear functionals defined on (complex)*-algebras, such that their 
unitizations are positive; i∈I. 

Then the Boolean product iϕ•=ϕ  is positive, too.  
By Choi-Effros’ Lemma 2.3, the previous theorem extends Lemma 2 in [7]. 
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COROLARRY 3.5. Let iA  and B be  C*-algebras, and  :i iQ A B→  be contractive,completely 
positive maps; i∈I. Let  A be the *-algebraic free product of ( )i i IA ∈ and :  Q A B→ be the Boolean 

product of ( )i i IQ ∈ .  
Then [the unitization of ] Q  is  completely positive.  
We denote by 0 iA∗  the non-unital universal (or full) free product C*-algebra corresponding to a family 

( )i i IA ∈  of C*-algebras. 
After separation and completion of the corresponding universal free product *-algebra A in its 

enveloping C*-seminorm 

sup{ ( ) ; * -representation of  asboundedoperators on a Hilbert space}a a A= π π ,  

one can realize the universal (or full) free product iA0∗  in the category of C*-algebras. 
Therefore Theorem 3.2 implies the main result in [7], via Boca’s Theorem 2.1. 
 
COROLARRY 3.6. Let iA  and B be C*-algebras, and :i iQ A B→  be contractive, completely  

positive maps; i∈I. 
Then the Boolean product iQ Q= •   defined on the *-algebraic free product of the algebras iA , i∈I,  is 

contractive, with respect to the enveloping C*-seminorm, and completely positive. 
Therefore, Q extends to a unique map 0: iQ A B∗ →  which is contractive and completely positive. 
Moreover, Lemma 3.1 reformulates the complete positivity of iQ Q= •   in Theorem 3.2. 
 
COROLARRY 3.7. Let iA  be *-algebras, B be a C*-algebra, and :i iQ A B→  be linear maps, 

such that their unitizations are completely  positive; i∈I. 
Let  iQ Q= •  be the Boolean product of  IiiQ ∈)(  defined on the *-algebraic free product A of  ( )i i IA ∈ . 
Then [the unitization of ] Q  is  completely positive. 
Therefore  

njijinjiji aQaQaaQ .1..1. )](*)([)]*([ == ≥  in  )(BM n ,  

 for all  1≥n , and all .,...,1 Aaa n ∈  
Thus, via Choi-Effros’ Lemma 2.3, we also deduce  Lemma 3.1 in [10]; and we obtain for the second 

time the main result in [7] (see Th. 3.2 in [10] or the above Corollary 3.6 ), by the same Boca’s Theorem 2.1. 
 
COROLARRY 3.8. Let iA  and B be  C*-algebras, and  :i iQ A B→  be contractive, completely 

positive maps; i∈I. Let  A be the *-algebraic free product of ( )i i IA ∈ and :  Q A B→ be the Boolean 

product of ( )i i IQ ∈ .  
Then   

njijinjiji aQaQaaQ .1..1. )](*)([)]*([ == ≥  in  )(BM n ,  

for all  1≥n , and all .,...,1 Aaa n ∈ . 
In particular, Q is  completely positive.  
In the same way, one can prove that the amalgamated Boolean (or, moreover, conditionally free) 

product of linear maps defined on *-algebras and valued into C*-algebras preserves the complete positivity 
(for these and other extensions, see, e.g., [8, 9] ). 
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